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May 14, 2019
Dr. Markowitz,
 
Mr. Tim Lerew, affiliated with Professional Case Management, (PCM) has suggested that I
communicate with you about DOL’s unacceptable denial of my claim under the EEOICPA for hearing
loss.  The lengthy attachment (sorry about its length) describes why I feel their denial is dead wrong.
 
My hope for this email is to request you and your Advisory Board on Toxic Substances and Worker
Health to the EEOICPA to probe – and possibly expand – the list of chemicals used at Rocky Flats
(RFP) that have been shown to possibly contribute to hearing loss.  My Boulder area doctor of
audiology (Dr. Whitney Swander) and another Boulder area ENT doctor (Dr. Andrew Goldman
Goldberg) have both identified at least two other chemicals as being significant contributors to
hearing loss.  The two chemicals to which  I refer are cadmium oxide and lead oxide.  These are only
two of the many hazardous chemicals to which I had been exposed for 30 years’ work at RFP.  My
job as a Research Scientist also necessitated the frequent cleansing of 93%-enriched uranium metal
(and even plutonium metal) with trichloroethylene.  For other experimental programs at RFP, I was
required to use methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) in constructing neutron reflector/moderation enclosures
for some 125 cans of compacted enriched uranium oxide.  Bothe MEK and “trichlor” are already on
DOL’s list of chemicals that could contribute to hearing loss.
 
I do not wonder why cadmium oxide and lead and lead oxide are not already on the Advisory Board’s
list of hazardous chemicals because I suspect your list was composed by finding out what materials
confronted the common worker at RFP.  I, on the other hand, as an experimental nuclear physicist
 conducted experiments that required me (and only me) to use cadmium oxide.  A number of other
workers at RFP used lead and , therefore, lead oxide.  My experimental programs required my
intimate contact with and exposure to a number of chemicals in various forms simply because these
compounds contained elements known to have a high thermal neutron absorption cross section –
thus called, “nuclear poisons”.  A few of these materials which may or may not fall into the category
of contributing to hearing loss include borosilicate, boron oxide, boron carbide, sodium
pentahydrate decaborate, gadolinium oxide, the oxides of both uranium and plutonium as well as
plutonium hydrate.  I used these because I worked as laboratory technician and a chemist/chemical
operator from 1964 to 1994.  I (and only I) at RFP used these chemicals; so, it is not surprising that
your list of chemicals excludes the above; but the Critical Mass Laboratory (CML) at RFP was not
asked to supply their list of chemicals used.  As my attachment reveals, you can easily confirm my
exposure to these materials because I supplied the Los Alamos National Laboratory’s Archives with
30-years-worth of experimental data after my retirement in 1994.
 
I urge you to look into the above list of chemicals/compounds/materials to which I was exposed and
add those tending to impact hearing loss to your growing list.
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Follow up to my May 2, 2019 letter to Congressman Joe Neguse

		From

		judy.bob.r@comcast.net

		To

		Vance, John - OWCP

		Recipients

		Vance.John@dol.gov



Congressman Joe Neguse,                                                                                                      May 11, 2019





Dear Congressman, 





            As promised in my initial letter (May 2) asking you to initiate a full-scale investigation of the handling of the Energy Employees Occupational Illness Compensation Program Act of 2000 (EEOICPA) as it is administered by the US Department of Labor (DOL), this message is a continuation of those complaints.  As stated at the end of that letter, my wife and I were leaving for a weekend getaway such that I had insufficient time to lay out the total problem at that sitting.  I had promised to compose this follow-up letter between May 7 and May 10.  Indeed, that text was composed; but then, I spoke to the office of the Ombudsman who suggested a number of additional steps related to the situation.  These prompted several additional days to generate ancillary text and, in turn, increased the number of professionals to be copied 





Mr. William’s (my DOL case manager) hostility and verbal abuse on May 1, 2019, ending up in his hanging up on a client without resolution was not the first time he had been disagreeable and unwilling to listen to a valid point, although it was his first time at being downright rude.  One of my DOL-accepted illnesses is a (sometimes debilitating) cough which has been so devastating that a stranger on the street once asked me if I needed him to call 911 for emergency help.  I declined the good Samaritan’s help explaining - between gasps for breath - that I felt I would not expire.  





My pulmonologist (Dr. John Ferguson) felt that the cough just might stem from muscular control associated with eating habits; so he referred me to a speech and eating pathologist (Karen Brady).  Even thought two sessions with her revealed that that was not the cause of my cough, Dr. Ferguson had referred me to her because of the cough; and coverage for her professional services should not have been denied by Mr. Williams.  Still, Mr. Williams denied this payment simply because “speech was not a covered condition”.  The referral was associated with my covered cough and not at all related to the therapist’s job title.





I propose to site examples of improper handling of DOL cases under the purview of the EEPOICPA in the rest of this letter and conclude with a discussion of DOL’s latest efforts to obfuscate procedures by which injured nuclear workers can obtain justified compensation under said act.





.





ERRONEOUS ASSUMPTIONS RELATED TO DOL COVERAGE





            That above example was not the first time Mr. Williams made wrong assumptions based on job titles.  He declined my claim for my hearing loss, based on exposure to chemicals, apparently solely on my job title (Associate Research Scientist).  His claim is that my job title did not fall under those listed in DOL policy as eligible for developing hearing losses because of being exposed to such harmful chemicals.  This denial is being challenged by me and I am requesting a hearing in Denver with a representative of DOL’s FAB. 





In my letter to the DOL dated March 22, 2019, I pointed out how and, indeed, where the work I actually did as an Associate Research Scientist did, in fact, fall under the following DOL-acceptable job descriptions:





Laboratory Analysist and Laboratory Technician/Technologist.





Chemical Operator





Chemist





Maintenance Mechanic





Pipefitter





HVAC Mechanic





 





            Thus, at different times as an experimental nuclear physicist, my job required me to assume the roles of each of these professions – all of which are on the DOL’s list of eligible professions contributing to hearing loss.  Mr. Williams, himself, provided me this list of acceptable job titles for the claimed hearing loss.  Because I was working at the Critical Mass Laboratory, I claim that my work in research, clearly places my 30 year’s employment at the Rocky Flats (nuclear weapons) Plant site well within the above-named job descriptions from Mr. William’s list. 





 





            I also point out that Mr. Williams’ recommended denial is obviously inconsistent with the fact that another one of my DOL-accepted medical illnesses is:





“Unspecified Illness Due to Fumes, Vapors, and Dusts.”.





Therefore, his argument that my job definition would not fit one wherein I would be dealing with these kinds of hazardous materials must be in error.  The DOL has already accepted my illnesses due to chemicals.





            A copy of the above-referenced March 22, 2019 letter to the DOL – my formal objection to Mr. Williams’ recommended decision and a request for a formal hearing to FAB representative Donna Moses on the matter is appended to this document.





            On May10, 2019, I had a lengthy telephone conversation with a representative (Steve Levin) of the DOL Ombudsman Office.  Steve reports to Mr. Malcom Nelson (877-662-8363).  Steve was helpful in a several ways:





1.	He pointed out when the Ombudsman’s office was created and what its purpose was.


2.	He suggested that my hearing loss might have been more easily accepted if it had been claimed as a stand-alone illness rather than a consequential illness derived from the accepted condition of “Unspecified Illness Due to Fumes, Vapors, and Dusts”, and





(3) He pointed out the requirements for being awarded a hearing loss as follows: 





(a)The loss must be a “Bilateral Sensorineural Hearing Loss” (that has been so documented),





(b)The claimant must have worked at least 10 years (I worked 30 years) in an identified work description (my March 22 letter identifies several job requirements in DOL’s list), and 





(c) The exposure to chemicals possibly causing the hearing loss must have come from a DOL list of chemicals.  (I was required to use at least two of the chemicals on DOL’s list – Methylethyl ketone (MEK) and trichloroethylene (trichlor).  Furthermore, I was exposed to a number of other chemicals not yet on DOL’s list which medical professionals have also claimed can be detrimental to hearing (cadmium oxide, boron oxide, and lead oxide).





  (4) He encouraged me to forward a copy of this letter (as a separate message) to DOL’s Advisory Board on Toxic Substances (Dr. Steve Markowitz) in the hope he will look into expanding the list of chemicals contributing to hearing loss to include cadmium oxide, boron oxide, and lead oxide.





 





THE DOL BLOCKS CLAIMS ARBITRARILY





            Experience over many years has revealed to me that the DOL (at least Barry Williams of the the Denver District Office, DDO) goes out of his/their way to deny legitimate claims hoping the claimant will give up – out of sheer frustration – trying to get deserved compensation.  My efforts to secure DOL’s acceptance of Chronic Beryllium Disease (CBD) as an accepted condition yields a number of examples of this inappropriate activity.  One of these is the fact that my efforts to receive this recognition spanned three full years of endless frustration; but it was resolved in less than an hour through the intervention of a chief policy maker of the Washington, DC, office of the DOL, Mr. John Vance.  I had complained to him (via e-mail) about the DDO’s antics on this matter and requested a telephone conversation with him.  Within the first few minutes of that telephone conversation, Mr. Vance informed me that he had researched my case in anticipation of my expected call; and that research prompted him to inform the DDO to settle the case in my favor immediately.  Mr. Vance even apologized for DOL’s behavior.  The very next day, I learned that the DDO had, indeed, accepted my CBD illness as a DOL-covered illness.  Three years of frustration were resolved in much less than an hour!





In like manner, the DOL’s DDO delayed approval of an ongoing (occasionally debilitating) cough as a consequential illness to my already covered EEOICPA illnesses for well over two years of frustrating barriers being thrown up with the obvious (to me, at least) intention of trying to dissuade me from further pursuit of deserved coverage.





 





DOL’s OPINIONS PRESUME TO SUPERSEDE THOSE OF MEDICAL DOCTORS





            During those three years of the CBD controversary, Mr. Williams and the DDO denied my claim by ridiculing medical opinions of several qualified medical professionals.  DOL’s records reveal countless examples of these assertions of (perceived) bad judgement by a number of medical doctors.    One denial actually scoffed at/made fun of/ridiculed doctor’s opinions by accusing these doctors of using words such as “probably caused” or “might have caused” or similar terms.  This is contrary to DOL’s claim that “to be accepted by the DOL as a claim under the EEOISPA, a doctor need only point out that, in his/her opinion the claimed illness is only as likely as not to have been caused by claimant’s work in the nuclear industry”.





The DOL often contradicted opinions provided by medical doctors - often claiming superior knowledge of the medical situations.  These doctors were specialist in their respective fields; and the DOL offered no evidence to justify their derision of a doctor’s professional medical opinion.





 





OTHER DOL TACTICS TO FRUSTRATE CLIENTS





Another delaying tactic employed by the DOL – successful in delaying acceptance for about a full year of my CBD claim– was the apparently unnecessary transference of my personal case history (case #28222) away from the DDO sending it to Washington “for review”.  This move was made without ever informing me of the move or any justification for and need for “review”.  About six months into this artificial delay and responding to my plea to have the case returned to Denver for prompt attention, the DOL intentionally (my opinion) mis-directed it to the Dayton, Ohio, office – or so I was told.  It was in limbo at least for many months.





 





CONCLUSION





In conclusion, the evidence is legion that the DOL – especially the DDO – is not treating deserving retired nuclear workers who have been injured through their work and eligible for compensation for these employment-related illnesses under the congressional action in the year 2000 called the EEOICPA which was intended to protect injured workers from environmental, radiological, and/or material handling requirements of their jobs





As a final summary, I assert that the United States Department of Labor is not at all handling the medical conditions of injured workers from the nuclear industry in anywhere near the manner intended by the Congress who passed the Energy Employees Occupational Illness Compensation Program Act in the year 2000.  Therefore, I am respectfully asking you, Congressman Joe Neguse, to initiate an in-depth, full-scale  investigation into the USDOL’s policies and procedures.





 





A “RIDER” TO MY PERSONAL COMPLAINTS AGAINST THE DOL





As part of my medical coverage under the EEOICPA of 2000, I am eligible for limited in-home medical assistance by an authorized company – Professional Case Management (PCM).  I am currently receiving weekly visits by an RN as well as support services (twice weekly) from a trained personal assistant.  My RN has recently pointed out how PCM and other approved providers are threatened in their ability to service needy injured nuclear workers by a number of proposed new policies to be implemented by DOL in their inferior (my opinion) administrations of the EEOICPA.  These new policies, I am informed, will require new applicants to perform so many additional and unnecessary steps.  Evidently, these are designed so that that many will find it  too confusing and complicated to plow through the procedures.





I don’t know all the new policies; but, as part of your in-depth investigation into the DOL’s failure to comply with the intent of the Congressional act designed to relieve medical burdens of injured nuclear workers, I encourage you to look into these new policies along with those sited above.





Thank you, Congressman Neguse,





                                                                        (letters signed by…)





                                                                        Dr. Robert E. Rothe





                                                                        303-494-0714





                                                                        judy.bob.r@comcast.net





CC





Donna Moses, DOL Washington Final adjudication Board (FAB)





John Vance, DOL Washington (sent electronically)





Malcom Nelson, Office of the Ombudsman (will be sent electronically)





Dr. John Ferguson, Pulmonologist





 





 





 





APPENDICIES





 





1.	My objection to a recommended decision 





 





DOL DEEOIC Central Mail Room





P.O. Box 8306





London, KY 40742-8306





 





Employee and Claimant:        Dr. Robert E. Rothe





 





Case number:                          28222





 





Date:                                       March 22, 2019





 





 





OBJECTION to a RECOMMENDED DECISION





 





              In a letter dated March 19, 2019, my long-standing DOL Case Manager, Barry Williams III, summarily denied my claim for    Bilateral Sensorineural Hearing Loss based on my job classification – “Physicist/Research Associate Scientist”.  





 





This denial based on that irrelevant objection is absolutely unacceptable!  





 





My reasons for refuting this clearly-bad decision (my opinion) involves the very fact that the word, “Research” in my job title is precisely what required me to  work with dozens of toxic chemicals to which  I claim to have been exposed; and these are described individually in subsequent paragraphs.





 





Mr. Williams provided a list of acceptable job titles for the claimed illness.  Because I was working at the Critical Mass Laboratory, I claim that my work in research, clearly places my 30 year’s employment at the Rocky Flats (nuclear weapons) Plant site within both of the following two job descriptions from Mr. William’s list:  Laboratory Analysist and Laboratory Technician/Technologist.





 





Furthermore, because I was intimately overseeing the workers helping me set up my experimental programs (physically present with them and often even physically helping them), I assert that my employment duties also place me clearly in the following categories listed by Mr. Williams:





Chemical Operator





Chemist





Maintenance Mechanic





Pipefitter





HVAC Mechanic





 





The following examples address the two job descriptions of the first relevant paragraph:





 





1.	Government regulations (US DOE) mandated we weigh each individual piece of solid enriched uranium and plutonium metal as a means of inventory control to support Nuclear Materials Safeguards.  This required that each part (85 uranium parts!) had to be cleaned of the grease intentionally applied to preclude oxidation in order to obtain sufficient accuracy to make the inventory measurement worthwhile and acceptable to the DOE.  This work was done each year using trichloroethylene or some other halogenated hydrocarbon which was also compatible with the fissile material.





 





2.	One specific long-lasting experimental program, performed under contract with US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), required the compaction of (low-enriched) uranium oxide into nominally 15 kg cubes packaged within aluminum cans 6” on a side.  One particular portion of this extended study required the enclosure of 125 such aluminum cans within ½”-thick plastic (poly methylmethacrylate) enclosures.  My specific task as a Laboratory Researcher was to glue these sides together (thereby encapsulating the cans of compacted uranium oxide) using Methyl Ethyl Ketone.





 





3.	One other long-lasting experimental study – labeled the “Poison Tube Tank program” required the use of several other highly toxic chemical compounds.  The word “poison” in this application refers to a neutron poison – i.e. an element that possesses a high probability (cross section) for absorbing slow-moving (thermal) neutrons thereby removing them from the potential of initiating a fission of a fissionable isotope such as U235 or Pu239.  Three of the elements exhibiting high probabilities are boron, cadmium and gadolinium.  In my role as a Laboratory Analysis or a Laboratory Technologist I was required to spoon-fill up to 500 paper tubes each 6-feet long and an inch in diameter with the oxides or carbonates of these elements. 





 





 





The following examples address the four job descriptions of the subsequent paragraph:





 





4.	The enriched uranyl nitrate solution (570 kg of uranium contained in 3000 liters of solution distributed at 3 different uranium concentrations (gU/liter) and spread over no less than 9 tanks) also required periodic inventory proof (nuclear material’s safeguard) that the uranium solution had not been illegally diverted or accidentally lost.  In addition to these inventory operations, I had to draw dozens of samples from each concentration – as any chemical operator would do – for subsequent laboratory analysis for the dozens of professional papers published throughout my 30-year-long career.





 





5.	Lead is a good absorber of gamma rays and therefore was used for personal safety as well as experimental design applications (e.g. limiting the directional channel of gamma rays impinging on proportional counters).  These sheets and bricks of solid lead often developed coatings of lead oxides.  These would be inhaled while setting up each one of over 1700 experiments spanning my 30 year’s work.





 





6.	My experiments often required pipefitter work; and I often pitched in to help him (physically) perform his work.  Moreover, this work entailed welding stainless steel schedule 40 pipe; and I recall instances where I supported one end of a long tube while the pipefitter welded the other end.  I was exposed to the same fumes as a pipefitter.





 





7.	Mr. William’s list included HVAC Mechanic.  Insofar as this is included because of the high sound levels to which the worker was exposed, I assert that two very high sources of sound (decibels not known; but hearing conversation was not possible) impacted me almost daily at work.  The most severe was the sound generated by a pair of electromagnetically-closed safety valves (called dump valves or SCRAM valves) required to remain leak tight when exposed to 10-foot head height of liquid (uranium solution) that was 60% more dense than water (density >1.6 g/cm3.  The second source of loud sounds was the room’s (Reactor Assembly Room – Room 101) wherein the room air had to be swept clean of airborne contamination requiring that same air to be forced through bank after bank of HEPA filters.  The ambient sound level was very high.





 





 





            All of the above statements about my work history may be verified by the DOL merely by contacting the Los Alamos National Laboratory’s (LANL) “Archives”.  After I retired, I donated 30 years of experimental records to those archives which are now available in “Collection Number A-1996-051”.  This is contained in my 2005 book: “A Researcher’s Guide Book to Information from The Rocky Flats Critical Mass Laboratory Now Housed at The LANL Archives in LANL Collection Number A-1996-051. (Period of Archived Records:  1964 to 2002).





 





            I fully anticipate that this improper denial will be overturned in the near future!





 





                                    Expectantly,





                                                                        Robert E. Rothe





 





cc:





Mr. John Vance, USDOL Washington, D.C.





 





Congressman Joe Neguse, 2503 Walnut St, Suite 300, Boulder, CO 80302 Suite 300





 





 





2)   An Addendum to my objection to a recommended decision













DOL DEEOIC Central Mail Room





P.O. Box 8306





London, KY 40742-8306





 





Employee and Claimant:        Dr. Robert E. Rothe





Case number:                          28222





Date:                                       March 24, 2019





 





ADDENDUM to MY OBJECTION to a RECOMMENDED DECISION





 





              In a letter dated March 19, 2019, my long-standing DOL Case Manager, Barry Williams III, summarily denied my claim for    Bilateral Sensorineural Hearing Loss based on my job classification – “Physicist/Research Associate Scientist”.  





 





This denial based on that irrelevant objection is absolutely unacceptable!  





 





Please regard this letter as a part of my letter dated March 22, 2019 – just two days earlier.  Over a decade ago, the USDOL accepted as their responsibility under the EEOICPA of 2000 my medical illness:





 





“Unspecified Respiratory Conditions due to chemicals, gases, fumes and vapors”





 





I believe the IDC-10 code for this accepted condition is J68.9.





 





            I suggest that Mr. Williams overlooked the fact that the DOL had already previously recognized that my work as a Physicist/Research Associate Scientist did, indeed, involve exactly the working conditions leading to my claimed Bilateral Sensorineural Hearing Loss.





 





            Thus, it seems incongruous that Mr. Williams could claim my job classification as a basis for denial.  I fully anticipate that this improper denial will be overturned in the near future!





 





 





                                    Expectantly,





 





                                                                        Robert E. Rothe





 





cc:





Mr. John Vance, USDOL Washington, D.C.





Congressman Joe Neguse, 2503 Walnut St, Suite 300, Boulder, CO 80302 Suite 300 ph:  (303) 335-1045





 





 





3)   My letter requesting an in-person FAB hearing 





 





DOL DEEOIC Central Mail Room





P.O. Box 8306





London, KY 40742-8306





Attn:    Donna Moses, Final Adjudication Board (FAB)





 





 





Employee and Claimant:        Dr. Robert E. Rothe





Case number:                          28222





Date:                                       April 22, 2019





 





 





FAB Claims Examiner Donna Moses,





 





            As I understand your role, you are the Washington-based Case Manager for my claim with the USDOL concerning Bilateral Sensorineural Hearing Loss.  This brief message is in direct response to your suggestion during our telephone conversation on Friday afternoon, April 19, 2019. 





 





I respectfully request a face-to-face hearing with an authorized representative of the DOL at their Denver District Office in the near future.  





 





I am available anytime except for May 20 through June 4 when I am taking a short vacation with my wife.





 





            I presume you will direct this request to the necessary person to contact me to set up this meeting.





 





                                                                                    Respectfully,





 





 





                                                                                    





                                                                                    Dr. Robert E. Rothe





                                                                                    303-494-0714





cc: 





Mr. John Vance, USDOL Washington, D.C. (electronically)





Congressman Joe Neguse, 2503 Walnut St, Suite 300, Boulder, CO 80302 Suite 300





 





 












Thank you, Dr. Markowitz,
 
Dr. Robert E. Rothe
303-494-0714
 
 
 


